Out of those invited to HPV-vaccination trial (n=24,046),

Agreed participation in HPV-vaccination phase III trial (n=4,808) (20.0%)

HPV-vaccination trial participants in 15 of the 18 vaccination study sites were invited to participate in LINDA (n=3,515)

Agreed to participate in LINDA (n=3,059) (87.0%)

Cluster-randomized to the **intervention arm** (Eight vaccination study sites, n=1,537)

- No returned pre-intervention questionnaires (n=55), or post-intervention questionnaires (n=121), or excluded due to pregnancy (n=12)

  Analyzed by intention-to-treat (ITT) (n=1,349) (87.8%)

  Analyzed per protocol (PP)\(^5\)

  - n=637 for physical activity behaviors (47%)
  - n=486 for dietary behaviors (36%)
  - n=269 for sleeping behaviors (20%)
  - n=957 for BMI analysis (71%)

Cluster-randomized to the **control arm** (Seven vaccination study sites, n=1,522)

- No returned pre-intervention questionnaires (n=2), or post-intervention questionnaires (n=173), or excluded due to pregnancy (n=9)

  Analyzed (n=1,338) (87.9%)

---

1 Out of those invited to HPV-vaccination trial (n=24046),
2 Out of those invited to LINDA (n=3515),
3 Out of those randomized to the intervention arm (n=1537),
4 Out of those randomized to the control arm (n=1522),
5 Those participants in the intervention group, with whom healthy physical activity and/or dietary behaviors and/or sleeping behaviors were actually discussed, based on the study records of the health nurse.
6 Out of those analyzed by ITT.